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Is our destiny written inside our very DNA? Richard Rudd suggests that humanity is on the verge of

a major shift in consciousness rooted in a new understanding of how our genes operate. He

introduces this fantastic possibility, showing how the â€œgene keysâ€• are an inner language

designed to transform our core beliefs about ourselves and raise us to a higher level of awareness.

The book works alongside state-of-the-art online profiling software that provides instantaneous free

â€œHologenetic Profiles,â€• based on astrological data and revealing the underlying genetic patterns

governing relationships, finances, and health.
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British teacher/poet/and writer Richard Rudd is the founder of the Gene Keys Synthesis, an integral

matrix of all human evolutionary potential. Representing a convergence of many lineages and

dimensions, Ruddâ€™s teachings span the chasm between the heights of mysticism and practical

everyday life.The scientist in the reader will be fascinated with the glowing manner in which Rudd

enters the chromosomal helices and inspects DNA to discover our inner selves â€“ why each of us is

a genius waiting to be discovered, and how gradually learning our gene keys through the patient

and illuminating manner in which he presents this tome. He encourages us to visit the website

where we can engage our Hologenetic Profiles and then leads us through the journey to understand

and appreciate and incorporate the mysteries of our genetic determinants that influence our health,

our, view of the universe, our relationships and even our finances.This book is not meant to be read



in one sitting â€“ it is long and involved and invites the use of interval concentration to fully absorb

the energy of his writing. That a man who addresses scientific thought so graciously can also be a

poet should not surprise the reader once the book is started. But as a reminder of the complexity of

Richard Rudd, the following prize winning poem by him is offered:THE SIREN LOVERSâ€¨The Sea

heaves at meand I heave back,there is a tension therethat would shatter atomsfire fish skywardlike

tendrils of lightScything a black sky.â€¨â€¨White brows frown â€¨from gull-clipped cragsâ€¨in the old

man's face.â€¨He peers at me, jeersâ€¨and coils like a catâ€¨folding my life foreverâ€¨between two

giant silken paws.
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